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Background During the first wave of 

coronavirus pandemic, the population was 

not prepared to accomplish the restrictive 

measures and social distancing and the 

diagnostic process was based on clinical 

symptoms. As the pandemic continues these 

limiting measures were extended but the 

clinicians increased the use of efficient 

diagnostic tools. Moreover, the hospital 

admission versus at home treatment was 

incorporated into a clinical organized system 

tool. The aim of our study is to show how 

this development in hospital referral has 

impacted in patient characteristics admitted 

to our hospital between first and second 

wave.    

Methods We performed a cohort study 

collecting the data from medical data room 

of the of the patients admitted to our 

Hospital (Ospedale di Circolo, VARESE, 

Italy) with a diagnosis of severe  Sars-CoV-2 

pneumonia needed to NIV ( Helmet CPAP or 

HFNO) during the first (from 24 February  

to 9 June 2020) and second (from 15 

October 2020 and 31 January 2021 ) 

pandemic wave. Additionally, we explored 

the differences of the patients comorbidities 

and the duration of NIV between these two 

pandemic period.

Results Our results are showed in table 1 and 2. 

Discussion: The NIV success depends on 

several factors including the type and severity of 

acute respiratory failure but its use is essential 

into the battle against Covid 19.  Howewer, the 

pandemic evolution and its clinical impact in 

term of patients characteristics admitted into 

hospitals revealed that the people with common 

comorbidities needed hospitalitazion and the 

health policies have to consider this data. We 

registered none improvement of health treatment 

at home during these two pandemic wave. In our 

opinion this data could be explained due to lack 

of vaccines that hase been revealed the strongest 

weapon in pandemic era. Further analysis could 

be directed to comparison of pre vaccines waves 

to waves during vaccination campaign. 


